Ensuring physical proximity becomes crucial when considering contactless payments. Specific protocols, namely distance bounding protocols, have been designed and recently formally analysed to achieve this goal. However, the latter has so far been conducted under the assumption that readers are honest; this is unrealistic for payment applications.

Contactless payment protocols
Entities = bank, reader, and card
Protocol = follows EMVCo's specification
Goal = ensure physical proximity of reader and card during transactions
Security concerns = subject to relay attacks...

Symbolic verification in a nutshell
Messages are abstracted with terms (perfect cryptography assumption).
Protocols are described using a process algebra.
Intruder entirely controls the network: he is omniscient and omnipresent.

Recent contribution for analysing distance-bounding protocols
▶ Few well-adapted frameworks:
  ▶ Tamarin’s approach: Mauw et al. - 2018
  ▶ ProVerif’s approach: Chothia et al. - 2018, and Debant et al. - 2018

Main restrictions:
▶ no agent mobility
▶ the time-check must be performed by the entity who initiates the challenge/response mechanism

Theoretical contributions
▶ A new symbolic model modelling time and agent mobility.
▶ A new security property dealing with malicious readers.
▶ A causality-based reduction to get rid of time and make possible the security analysis.
▶ First symbolic security proofs of protocols with remote proximity check.

Symbolic verification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Role authentication</th>
<th>Time-bound authentication</th>
<th>Causality-based security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PayCCR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PayBCR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* slightly modified

Practical contributions
▶ A collaboration with an EMV active company Consult Hyperion:
  ▶ an implementation on the MasterCard PayPass-RRP protocol.
  ▶ an implementation of the PayBCR protocol.
▶ A practical security analysis: both protocols actually stop relay attacks!
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